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ELECTORAL COLLEGE 

 

 Did you ever look closely at a presidential ballot? Do you really notice for whom you 

vote? There is always so much hype and promotion of the candidates leading up to a presidential 

election, that by the time the election happens all you want to do is mark the ballot. Do you read 

the ballot carefully or just mark the oval by the name of your choice? Most of us just mark the 

oval by the candidate we want to win the election. See the enclosed image or google 

“presidential ballot” to see that the presidential choices are not the candidates but their electors. 

Electors are the representatives of the Electoral College, the system our Founding Fathers wrote 

into the Constitution for the sole purpose of electing the President of the United States. Not much 

is discussed about the electors in society as their only purpose is to elect the president. In 

December, the electors meet and cast their votes. In January, the elector votes are tabulated and 

usually have the same result as the populous vote.  

 The Electoral College was decided upon as a compromise between allowing for the 

election of the President by a vote in Congress or the election of the President by a popular vote 

of qualified citizens. At that time and even now, there are many who feel that a purely popular 

election would be too reckless and would give too much voting power to highly populated areas. 

The other option was to allow Congress to select the President which was seen as a breach in the 

separation of powers ideology on which our government is founded. The Founding Fathers 

decided on this Electoral College system as the best option, and no one has been able to come up 

with another option that would be better.  

 The Electoral College is made up of 538 electors and an absolute majority (270) is 

required for the win. The number of electors per state is the sum of their senators (2) plus the 

number of their representatives. The proponents of the Electoral College say that the system 

seeks to give the less populous states some additional leverage in the process, preserves 

the presidency as independent of Congress, and generally insulates the election process 

from political manipulation. Those opposed to the system state that because it can and 

has allowed for the election of a minority president it does not yield an accurate 

reflection of the will of the people. It should be noted that this has only occurred a few 

times. They also say that relying on the Electoral College lessens voter turnout because 

individual voters do not feel as if their vote is going to matter. 



 A constitutional amendment is required to make any substantive changes to the 

Electoral College, however there may be avenues to modify it at the state level. The 

Constitution gives each state the right to decide how to select its electors as well as how 

to allocate their votes. Most states, including Massachusetts, use a “winner - take all” 

method for allocating votes. Perhaps there is a means to allocate the e lectoral votes 

differently so they mimic the actual popular vote better? Regardless, the Electoral 

College has survived for 229 years since the ratification of the Constitution on May 29, 

1790. Folks may disagree that it is the best and fairest way to elect the President as our 

forefathers thought but it has certainly stood the test of time.  

 

Dianne Kaplan Bucco was elected the Wenham Town Clerk April 11, 2014 and has achieved the 

designation of Certified Municipal Clerk in 2017. For more information on the clerk’s office, 

please go to www.wenhamma.gov or follow the Wenham Town Clerk on Facebook.  
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